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Abstract

This paper presents X3D, a family of efficient video net-

works that progressively expand a tiny 2D image classifi-

cation architecture along multiple network axes, in space,

time, width and depth. Inspired by feature selection methods

in machine learning, a simple stepwise network expansion

approach is employed that expands a single axis in each step,

such that good accuracy to complexity trade-off is achieved.

To expand X3D to a specific target complexity, we perform

progressive forward expansion followed by backward con-

traction. X3D achieves state-of-the-art performance while

requiring 4.8× and 5.5× fewer multiply-adds and parame-

ters for similar accuracy as previous work. Our most surpris-

ing finding is that networks with high spatiotemporal resolu-

tion can perform well, while being extremely light in terms

of network width and parameters. We report competitive

accuracy at unprecedented efficiency on video classification

and detection benchmarks. Code is available at: https:

//github.com/facebookresearch/SlowFast.

1. Introduction

Neural networks for video recognition have been largely

driven by expanding 2D image architectures [23, 37, 51, 58]

into spacetime. Naturally, these expansions often happen

along the temporal axis, involving extending the network

inputs, features, and/or filter kernels into spacetime (e.g.

[6, 12, 16, 32, 43, 62]); other design decisions—including

depth (number of layers), width (number of channels), and

spatial sizes—however, are typically inherited from 2D im-

age architectures. While expanding along the temporal axis

(while keeping other design properties) generally increases

accuracy, it can be sub-optimal if one takes into account the

computation/accuracy trade-off —a consideration of central

importance in applications.

In part because of the direct extension of 2D models

to 3D, video recognition architectures are computationally

heavy. In comparison to image recognition, typical video

models are significantly more compute-demanding, e.g. an

image ResNet [23] can use around 27× fewer multiply-add

operations than a temporally extended video variant [68].
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Figure 1. X3D networks progressively expand a 2D network across

the following axes: Temporal duration γt, frame rate γτ , spatial

resolution γs, width γw, bottleneck width γb, and depth γd.

This paper focuses on the low-computation regime in

terms of computation/accuracy trade-off for video recogni-

tion. We base our design upon the “mobile-regime" mod-

els [24, 25, 48] developed for image recognition. Our core

idea is that while expanding a small model along the tem-

poral axis can increase accuracy, the computation/accuracy

trade-off may not always be best compared with expanding

other axes, especially in the low-computation regime where

accuracy can increase quickly along different axes.

In this paper, we progressively “expand" a tiny base 2D

image architecture into a spatiotemporal one by expanding

multiple possible axes shown in Fig. 1. The candidate axes

are temporal duration γt, frame rate γτ , spatial resolution

γs, network width γw, bottleneck width γb, and depth γd.

The resulting architecture is referred as X3D (Expand 3D)

for expanding from the 2D space into 3D spacetime domain.

The 2D base architecture is driven by the MobileNet [24,

25,48] core concept of channel-wise1 separable convolutions,

but is made tiny by having over 10× fewer multiply-add

operations than mobile image models. Our expansion then

progressively increases the computation (e.g., by 2×) by

expanding only one axis at a time, train and validate the

resultant architecture, and select the axis that achieves the

best computation/accuracy trade-off. The process is repeated

until the architecture reaches a desired computational budget.

This can be interpreted as a form of coordinate descent [70]

in the hyper-parameter space defined by those axes.

1Also referred as “depth-wise". We use the term “channel-wise" to avoid

confusions with the network depth, which is also an axis we consider.
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Our progressive network expansion approach is inspired

by the history of image ConvNet design where popu-

lar architectures have arisen by expansions across depth,

[7,23,37,51,58,81], resolution [27,57,60] or width [75,80],

and classical feature selection methods [21, 31, 34] in ma-

chine learning. In the latter, progressive feature selection

methods [21, 34] start with either a set of minimum features

and aim to find relevant features to improve in a greedy fash-

ion by including (forward selection) a single feature in each

step, or start with a full set of features and aim to find irrele-

vant ones that are excluded by repeatedly deleting the feature

that reduces performance the least (backward elimination).

To compare to previous research, we use Kinetics-400

[33], Kinetics-600 [3], Charades [49] and AVA [20]. For

systematic studies, we classify our models into different

levels of complexity for small, medium and large models.

Overall, our expansion produces a sequence of spatiotem-

poral architectures, covering a wide range of computa-

tion/accuracy trade-offs. They can be used under differ-

ent computational budgets that are application-dependent

in practice. For example, across different computation and

accuracy regimes X3D performs favorably to state-of-the-

art while requiring 4.8× and 5.5× fewer multiply-adds and

parameters for similar accuracy as previous work. Further,

expansion is simple and cheap e.g. our low-compute model

is completed after only training 30 tiny models that accumu-

latively require over 25× fewer multiply-add operations for

training than one large state-of-the-art network [14, 68, 71].

Conceptually, our most surprising finding is that very thin

video models that are created by only expanding spatiotem-

poral resolution and depth can perform well, while being

extremely light in terms of network width and parameters.

X3D networks have a significantly lower width than image-

design [23, 51, 58] based video architectures. We hope these

advances will facilitate future research and applications.

2. Related Work

Spatiotemporal (3D) networks. Video recognition archi-

tectures are favorably designed by extending image classifi-

cation networks with a temporal dimension, and preserving

the spatial properties. These extensions include direct trans-

formation of 2D models [23, 37, 51, 58] such as ResNet or

Inception to 3D [6, 22, 45, 61, 62, 76], adding RNNs on top

of 2D CNNs [12, 39, 40, 43, 54, 79], or extending 2D models

with an optical flow stream that is processed by an identical

2D network [6, 17, 50, 67] . While starting with a 2D image

based model and converting it to a spatiotemporal equivalent

by inflating filters [6, 16] allows pretraining on image classi-

fication tasks, it makes video architectures inherently biased

towards their image-based counterparts.

The SlowFast [14] architecture has explored the resolu-

tion trade-off across several axes, different temporal, spatial,

and channel resolution in the Slow and Fast pathway. Inter-

estingly the Fast pathway can be very thin and therefore only

adds a small computational overhead; however, performs low

in isolation. Further, these explorations were performed with

the architecture of the computationally heavy Slow pathway

held constant to a temporal extension of an image classifica-

tion design [23]. In relation to this previous effort, our work

investigates whether the heavy Slow pathway is required, or

if a lightweight network can be made competitive.

Efficient 2D networks. Computation-efficient architec-

tures have been extensively developed for the image clas-

sification task, with MobileNetV1&2 [25, 48] and Shuf-

fleNet [82] exploring channel-wise separable convolutions

and expanded bottlenecks. Several methods for neural archi-

tecture search in this setting have been proposed, also adding

Squeeze-Excitation (SE) [26] attention blocks to the design

space in [59] and more recently, MobileNetV3 [24] Swish

non-linearities [46]. MobileNets [25, 48, 59] were scaled

up and down by using a multiplier for width and input size

(resolution). Recently, MnasNet [59] is used to apply liner

scaling factors to spatial, width and depth axes for creating a

set of EfficientNets [60] for image classification.

Our expansion is related to this, but requires fewer sam-

ples and handles more axes as we only train a single model

for each axis in each step, while [60] performs a grid-search

on the initial regime which requires kd models to be trained

where k is the gridsize and d the number of axes. Moreover,

the model used for this search, MnasNet was found by sam-

pling around 8000 models [59]. For video, this is prohibitive

as datasets can have orders of magnitude more images than

image classification e.g. the largest version of Kinetics [4]

has ≈195M frames, 162.5× more images than ImageNet.

By contrast, our approach only requires to train 6 models,

one for each expansion axis, until a desired complexity is

reached, e.g. for 5 steps, it requires 30 models to be trained.

Efficient 3D networks. Several innovative architectures for

efficient video classification have been proposed, e.g. [2,5,9,

11, 13, 18, 28, 35, 38, 42, 44, 55, 56, 63, 65, 66, 72, 76, 84–86].

Channel-wise separable convolution as a key building block

for efficient 2D ConvNets [24, 25, 48, 60, 82] has been ex-

plored for video classification in [35, 63], where 2D archi-

tectures are extended to their 3D counterparts, e.g. Shuf-

fleNet and MobileNet in [35], or ResNet in [63] by using

a 3×3×3 channel-wise separable convolution in the bottle-

neck of a residual stage. Earlier, [9] adopt 2D ResNets and

MobileNets from ImageNet and sparsifies connections inside

each residual block similar to separable or group convolu-

tion. A temporal shift module (TSM) is introduced in [41]

that extends a ResNet to capture temporal information using

memory shifting operations. There is also active research on

adaptive frame sampling techniques, e.g. [1,36,52,73,74,78],

which we think can be complementary to our approach.
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In relation to most of these works, our approach does

not assume a fixed inherited design from 2D networks, but

expands a tiny architecture across several axes in space, time,

channels and depth to achieve a good efficiency trade-off.

3. X3D Networks

Image classification architectures have gone through an

evolution of architecture design with progressively expand-

ing existing models along network depth [7,23,37,51,58,81],

input resolution [27, 57, 60] or channel width [75, 80]. Simi-

lar progress can be observed for the mobile image classifi-

cation domain where contracting modifications (shallower

networks, lower resolution, thinner layers, separable convo-

lution [24, 25, 29, 48, 82]) allowed operating at lower compu-

tational budget. Given this history in image ConvNet design,

a similar progress has not been observed for video architec-

tures as these were customarily based on direct temporal

extensions of image models. However, is single expansion

of a fixed 2D architecture to 3D ideal, or is it better to expand

or contract along different axes?

For video classification the temporal dimension exposes

an additional dilemma, increasing the number of possibilities

but also requiring it to be dealt differently than the spatial

dimensions [14, 50, 64]. We are especially interested in the

trade-off between different axes, more concretely:

• What is the best temporal sampling strategy for 3D

networks? Is a long input duration and sparser sampling

preferred over faster sampling of short duration clips?

• Do we require finer spatial resolution? Previous works

have used lower resolution for video classification

[32, 62, 64] to increase efficiency. Also, videos typi-

cally come at coarser spatial resolution than Internet

images; therefore, is there a maximum spatial resolu-

tion at which performance saturates?

• Is it better to have a network with high frame-rate but

thinner channel resolution, or to slowly process video

with a wider model? E.g. should the network have

heavier layers as typical image classification models

(and the Slow pathway [14]) or rather lighter layers

with lower width (as the Fast pathway [14]). Or is there

a better trade-off, possibly between these extremes?

• When increasing the network width, is it better to glob-

ally expand the network width in the ResNet block

design [23] or to expand the inner (“bottleneck”) width,

as is common in mobile image classification networks

using channel-wise separable convolutions [48, 82]?

• Should going deeper be performed with expanding in-

put resolution in order to keep the receptive field size

large enough and its growth rate roughly constant, or is

it better to expand into different axes? Does this hold

for both the spatial and temporal dimension?

stage filters output sizes T×S2

data layer stride γτ , 12 1γt×(112γs)2

conv1 1×32, 3×1, 24γw 1γt×(56γs)2

res2





1×12, 24γbγw

3×32, 24γbγw

1×12, 24γw



×γd 1γt×(28γs)2

res3





1×12, 48γbγw

3×32, 48γbγw

1×12, 48γw



×2γd 1γt×(14γs)2

res4





1×12, 96γbγw

3×32, 96γbγw

1×12, 96γw



×5γd 1γt×(7γs)2

res5





1×12, 192γbγw

3×32, 192γbγw

1×12, 192γw



×3γd 1γt×(4γs)2

conv5 1×12, 192γbγw 1γt×(4γs)2

pool5 1γt×(4γs)2 1×1×1

fc1 1×12, 2048 1×1×1

fc2 1×12, #classes 1×1×1

Table 1. X3D architecture. The dimensions of kernels are denoted

by {T×S2, C} for temporal, spatial, and channel sizes. Strides

are denoted as {temporal stride, spatial stride2}. This network is

expanded using factors {γτ , γt, γs, γw, γb, γd} to form X3D.

Without expansion (all factors equal to one), this model is referred

to as X2D, having 20.67M FLOPS and 1.63M parameters.

This section first introduces the basis X2D architecture

in Sec. 3.1 which is expanded with operations defined in

Sec. 3.2 by using the progressive approach in Sec. 3.3.

3.1. Basis instantiation

We begin by describing the instantiation of the basis

network architecture, X2D, that serves as baseline to be

expanded into spacetime. The basis network instantiation

follows a ResNet [23] structure and the Fast pathway design

of SlowFast networks [14] with degenerated (single frame)

temporal input. X2D is specified in Table 1, if all expansion

factors {γτ , γt, γs, γw, γb, γd} are set to 1.

We denote spatiotemporal size by T×S2 where T is the

temporal length and S is the height and width of a square

spatial crop. The X2D architecture is described next.

Network resolution and channel capacity. The model

takes as input a raw video clip that is sampled with frame-

rate 1/γτ in the data layer stage. The basis architecture only

takes a single frame of size T×S2=1×1122 as input and

therefore can be seen as an image classification network.

The width of the individual layers is oriented at the Fast

pathway design in [14] with the first stage, conv1, filters

the 3 RGB input channels and produces 24 output features.

This width is increased by a factor of 2 after every spatial

sub-sampling with a stride = 1, 22 at each deeper stage from

res2 to res5. Spatial sub-sampling is performed by the center

(“bottleneck”) filter of the first res-block of each stage.
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Similar to the SlowFast pathways [14], the model pre-

serves the temporal input resolution for all features through-

out the network hierarchy. There is no temporal downsam-

pling layer (neither temporal pooling nor time-strided con-

volutions) throughout the network, up to the global pooling

layer before classification. Thus, the activations tensors con-

tain all frames along the temporal dimension, maintaining

full temporal frequency in all features.

Network stages. X2D consists of a stage-level and bottle-

neck design that is inspired by recent 2D mobile image clas-

sification networks [24, 25, 48, 82] which employ channel-

wise separable convolution that are a key building block

for efficient ConvNet models. We adopt stages that follow

MobileNet [24, 48] design by extending every spatial 3×3

convolution in the bottleneck block to a 3×3×3 (i.e. 3×32)

spatiotemporal convolution which has also been explored for

video classification in [35, 63]. Further, the 3×1 temporal

convolution in the first conv1 stage is channel-wise.

Discussion. X2D can be interpreted as a Slow pathway

since it only uses a single frame as input, while the network

width is similar to the Fast pathway in [14] which is much

lighter than typical 3D ConvNets (e.g., [6, 14, 16, 62, 68])

that follow an ImageNet design. Concretely, it only requires

20.67M FLOPs which amounts to only 0.0097% of a recent

state-of-the-art SlowFast network [14].

As shown in Table 1 and Fig. 1, X2D is expanded across

6 axes, {γτ , γt, γs, γw, γb, γd}, described next.

3.2. Expansion operations

We define a basic set of expansion operations that are

used for sequentially expanding X2D from a tiny spatial

network to X3D, a spatiotemporal network, by performing

the following operations on temporal, spatial, width and

depth dimensions.

• X-Fast expands the temporal activation size, γt, by

increasing the frame-rate, 1/γτ , and therefore temporal

resolution, while holding the clip duration constant.

• X-Temporal expands the temporal size, γt, by sampling

a longer temporal clip and increasing the frame-rate

1/γτ , to expand both duration and temporal resolution.

• X-Spatial expands the spatial resolution, γs, by increas-

ing the spatial sampling resolution of the input video.

• X-Depth expands the depth of the network by increas-

ing the number of layers per residual stage by γd times.

• X-Width uniformly expands the channel number for all

layers by a global width expansion factor γw.

• X-Bottleneck expands the inner channel width, γb, of

the center convolutional filter in each residual block.

3.3. Progressive Network Expansion

We employ a simple progressive algorithm for network

expansion, similar to forward and backward algorithms for

feature selection [21, 30, 31, 34]. Initially we start with X2D,

the basis model instantiation with a set of unit expanding

factors X0 of cardinality a. We use a = 6 factors, X ={γτ ,

γt, γs, γw, γb, γd}, but other axes are possible.

Forward expansion. The network expansion criterion func-

tion, which measures the goodness for the current expansion

factors X , is represented as J(X ). Higher scores of this mea-

sure represent better expanding factors, while lower scores

would represent worse. In our experiments, this corresponds

to the accuracy of a model expanded by X . Furthermore, let

C(X ) be a complexity criterion function that measures the

cost of the current expanding factors X . In our experiments,

C is set to the floating point operations of the underlying

network instantiation expanded by X , but other measures

such as runtime, parameters, or memory are possible. Then,

the network expansion tries to find expansion factors X with

the best trade-off X = argmaxZ,C(Z)=c = J(Z) where Z
are the possible expansion factors to be explored and c is

the target complexity. In our case we perform expansion

that only changes a single one of the a expansion factors

while holding the others constant; therefore there are only a
different subsets of Z to evaluate, where each of them alters

in only one dimension from X . The expansion with the best

computation/accuracy trade-off is kept for the next step. This

is a form of coordinate descent [70] in the hyper-parameter

space defined by those axes.

The expansion is performed in a progressive manner with

an expansion-rate ĉ that corresponds to the stepsize at which

the model complexity c is increased in each expansion step.

We use a multiplicative increase of ĉ ≈ 2 of the model

complexity in each step that corresponds to the complexity-

increase for doubling the number of frames of the model.

The stepwise expansion is therefore simple and efficient as it

only requires to train a few models until a target complexity

is reached, since we exponentially increase the complexity.

Details on the expansion are in the Supplementary Material.

Backward contraction. Since the forward expansion only

produces models in discrete steps, we perform a backward

contraction step to meet a desired target complexity, if the

target is exceeded by the forward expansion steps. This

contraction is implemented as a simple reduction of the last

expansion, such that it matches the target. For example, if

the last step has increased the frame-rate by a factor of two,

the backward contraction will reduce the frame-rate by a

factor < 2 to roughtly match the desired target complexity.

4. Experiments: Action Classification

Datasets. We perform our expansion on Kinetics-400 [33]

(K400) with ∼240k training, 20k validation and 35k testing
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Figure 2. Progressive network expansion of X3D. The X2D base

model is expanded 1st across bottleneck width (γb), 2nd tempo-

ral resolution (γτ ), 3rd spatial resolution (γs), 4th depth (γd), 5th

duration (γt), etc. The majority of models are trained for small

computation cost, making the expansion economical in practice.

videos in 400 human action categories. We report top-1

and top-5 classification accuracy (%). As in previous work,

we train and report ablations on the train and val sets. We

also report results on test set as the labels have been made

available [3]. We report the computational cost (in FLOPs)

of a single, spatially center-cropped clip.2

Training. All models are trained from random initialization

(“from scratch”) on Kinetics, without using ImageNet [10] or

other pre-training. Our training recipe follows [14]. Details

and dataset specifics are in §A.3 of the Supp. Material.

For the temporal domain, we randomly sample a clip

from the full-length video, and the input to the network

are γt frames with a temporal stride of γτ ; for the spatial

domain, we randomly crop 112γs×112γs pixels from a

video, or its horizontal flip, with a shorter side randomly

sampled in [128γs, 160γs] pixels which is a linearly scaled

version of the augmentation used in [14, 51, 68].

Inference. To be comparable with previous work and eval-

uate accuracy/complexity trade-offs we apply two test-

ing strategies: (i) K-Center: Temporally, uniformly sam-

ples K clips (e.g. K=10) from a video and spatially

scales the shorter spatial side to 128γs pixels and takes

a γt×112γs×112γs center crop, comparable to [36, 41, 63,

71]. (ii) K-LeftCenterRight is the same as above temporally,

but takes 3 crops of γt×128γs×128γs to cover the longer

spatial axis, as an approximation of fully-convolutional test-

ing, following [14, 68]. We average the softmax scores for

all individual predictions.

2We use single-clip, center-crop FLOPs as a basic unit of computational

cost. Inference-time computational cost is roughly proportional to this, if a

fixed number of clips and crops is used, as is for our all models.

model top-1 top-5
regime FLOPs Params

FLOPs (G) (G) (M)

X3D-XS 68.6 87.9 X-Small ≤ 0.6 0.60 3.76

X3D-S 72.9 90.5 Small ≤ 2 1.96 3.76

X3D-M 74.6 91.7 Medium ≤ 5 4.73 3.76

X3D-L 76.8 92.5 Large ≤ 20 18.37 6.08

X3D-XL 78.4 93.6 X-Large ≤ 40 35.84 11.0

Table 2. Expanded instances on K400-val. 10-Center clip testing is

used. We show top-1 and top-5 classification accuracy (%), as well

as computational complexity measured in GFLOPs (floating-point

operations, in # of multiply-adds ×10
9) for a single clip input.

Inference-time computational cost is proportional to 10× of this,

as a fixed number of 10 of clips is used per video.

4.1. Expanded networks

The accuracy/complexity trade-off curve for the expan-

sion process on K400 is shown in Fig. 2. Expansion starts

from X2D that produces 47.75% top-1 accuracy (vertical

axis) with 1.63M parameters 20.67M FLOPs per clip (hori-

zontal axis), which is roughly doubled in each progressive

step. We use 10-Center clip testing as our default test setting

for expansion, so the overall cost per video is ×10. We

will ablate different number of testing clips in Sec. 4.3. The

expansion in Fig. 2 provides several interesting observations:

(i) First of all, expanding along any one of the candidate

axes increases accuracy. This justifies our motivation of

taking multiple axes (instead of just the temporal axis) into

account when designing spatiotemporal models.

(ii) Surprisingly, the first step selected by the expansion

algorithm is not along the temporal axis; instead, it is a factor

that grows the “bottleneck" width γb in the ResNet block

design [23]. This echoes the inverted bottleneck design

in [48] (called “inverted residual" [48]). This is possibly

because these layers are lightweight (due to the channel-wise

design of MobileNets) and thus are economical to expand at

first. Another interesting observation is that accuracy varies

strongly, with the bottleneck expansion γb providing the

highest top-1 accuracy of 55.0% and depth expansion γd the

lowest with 51.3% at same complexity of 41.4M FLOPs.

(iii) The second step extends the temporal size of the

model from one to two frames (expanding γτ and γt is

identical for this step as there exists only a single frame in

the previous one). This is what we expected to be the most

effective expansion already in the first step as it enables the

network to model temporal information for recognition.

(iv) The third step increases the spatial resolution γs and

starts to show a pattern that is interesting. The expansion

increases spatial and temporal resolution followed by depth

(γd) in the fourth step. This is followed by multiple temporal

expansions that increase temporal resolution (i.e. frame-rate)

and input duration (γτ & γt), followed by two more expan-

sions across the spatial resolution, γs, in steps 8 and 9, while

step 10 increases the depth of the network, γd. An expansion

of the depth after increasing input resolution is intuitive, as

it allows to grow the filter receptive field resolution and size

within each residual stage.
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stage filters output sizes T×H×W

data layer stride 6, 12 13×160×160

conv1 1×32, 3×1, 24 13×80×80

res2





1×12, 54

3×32, 54

1×12, 24



×3 13×40×40

res3





1×12, 108

3×32, 108

1×12, 48



×5 13×20×20

res4





1×12, 216

3×32, 216

1×12, 96



×11 13×10×10

res5





1×12, 432

3×32, 432

1×12, 192



×7 13×5×5

conv5 1×12, 432 13×5×5

pool5 13×5×5 1×1×1

fc1 1×12, 2048 1×1×1

fc2 1×12, #classes 1×1×1

(a) X3D-S with 1.96G FLOPs, 3.76M param, and

72.9% top-1 accuracy using expansion of γτ= 6,

γt= 13, γs=
√

2, γw= 1, γb= 2.25, γd= 2.2.

stage filters output sizes T×H×W

data layer stride 5, 12 16×224×224

conv1 1×32, 3×1, 24 16×112×112

res2





1×12, 54

3×32, 54

1×12, 24



×3 16×56×56

res3





1×12, 108

3×32, 108

1×12, 48



×5 16×28×28

res4





1×12, 216

3×32, 216

1×12, 96



×11 16×14×14

res5





1×12, 432

3×32, 432

1×12, 192



×7 16×7×7

conv5 1×12, 432 16×7×7

pool5 16×7×7 1×1×1

fc1 1×12, 2048 1×1×1

fc2 1×12, #classes 1×1×1

(b) X3D-M with 4.73G FLOPs, 3.76M param, and

74.6% top-1 accuracy using expansion of γτ= 5,

γt= 16, γs= 2, γw= 1, γb= 2.25, γd= 2.2.

stage filters output sizes T×H×W

data layer stride 5, 12 16×312×312

conv1 1×32, 3×1, 32 16×156×156

res2





1×12, 72

3×32, 72

1×12, 32



×5 16×78×78

res3





1×12, 162

3×32, 162

1×12, 72



×10 16×39×39

res4





1×12, 306

3×32, 306

1×12, 136



×25 16×20×20

res5





1×12, 630

3×32, 630

1×12, 280



×15 16×10×10

conv5 1×12, 630 16×10×10

pool5 16×10×10 1×1×1

fc1 1×12, 2048 1×1×1

fc2 1×12, #classes 1×1×1

(c) X3D-XL with 35.84G FLOPs & 10.99M param,

and 78.4% top-1 acc. using expansion of γτ= 5,

γt= 16, γs= 2
√

2, γw= 2.9, γb= 2.25, γd= 5.

Table 3. Three instantiations of X3D with varying complexity. The top-1 accuracy corresponds to 10-Center view testing on K400. The

models in (a) and (b) only differ in spatiotemporal resolution of the input and activations (γt, γτ , γs), and (c) differs from (b) in spatial

resolution, γs, width, γw, and depth, γd. See Table 1 for X2D. Surprisingly X3D-XL has a maximum width of 630 feature channels.

(v) Even though we start from a base model that is in-

tentionally made tiny by having very few channels, the ex-

pansion does not choose to globally expand the width up to

the 10th step of the expansion process, making X3D similar

to the Fast pathway design [15] with high spatiotemporal

resolution but low width. Finally, the last expansion step,

shown in the top-right of Fig. 2, increases the width γw.

In the spirit of VGG models [7, 51] we define a set of

networks based on their target complexity. We use FLOPs as

this reflects a hardware agnostic measure of model complex-

ity. Parameters are also possible, but as they would not be

sensitive to the input and activation tensor size, we only re-

port them as secondary metric. To cover the models from our

expansion, Table 2 defines complexity regimes by FLOPs,

ranging from extra small (XS) to extra large (XL).

Expanded instances. The smallest instance, X3D-XS is

the output after 5 expansion steps. Expansion is simple and

efficient as it requires to train few models that are mostly at

a low compute regime. For X3D-XS each step trains models

of around 0.04, 0.08, 0.15, 0.30, 0.60 GFLOPs. Since we

train one model for each of the 6 axes the approximate cost

for these five steps is roughly equal to training a single model

of 6 ×1.17 GFLOPS (to be fair, this ignores overhead cost

for data loading etc. as 6×5=30 models are trained overall).

The next larger model is X3D-S which is defined by one

backward contraction step after the 7th expansion step. The

contraction step simply reduces the expansion (γt) propor-

tionally to roughly match the target regime of ≤ 2 GFLOPs.

For this model we also tried to contract each other axis to

match the target and found that γt is best among the others.

The next models in Table 2 is X3D-M (≤ 2 GFLOPs)

that achieves 74.6% top-1 accuracy, X3D-L (≤ 20 GFLOPs)

with 76.8% top-1 and X3D-XL (≤ 40 GFLOPs) with 78.4%

top-1 accuracy by expansion in the consecutive steps.

Further speed/accuracy comparisons are provided in ap-

pendix §B of the Supplementary Material. Table 3 shows

three instantiations of X3D with varying complexity. It is

interesting to inspect the differences of the models, X3D-S

in Table 3a is just a lower spatiotemporal resolution (γt, γτ ,

γs) version of Table 3b; therefore has the same number of

parameters, and X3D-XL in Table 3c is created by expand-

ing X3D-M 3b in spatial resolution (γs) and width (γw).

See Table 1 for X2D.

4.2. Main Results

Kinetics-400. Table 4 shows the comparison with state-of-

the-art results for three X3D instantiations.To be comparable

to previous work, we use the same testing strategy, that is 10-

LeftCenterRight (i.e. 30-view) inference. For each model, the

table reports (from-left-to-right) ImageNet pretraining (pre),

top-1 and top-5 validation accuracy, average test accuracy as

(top-1+ top-5)/2 (i.e. official test-server metric), inference

cost (GFLOPs×views) and parameters.

In comparison to the state-of-the-art, SlowFast [14],

X3D-XL, provides comparable (slightly lower) performance

(-0.7% top-1 and identical top-5 accuracy), while requiring

4.8× fewer multiply-add operations (FLOPs) and 5.5× fewer

parameters than SlowFast 16×8, R101 + NL blocks [68],

and better accuracy than SlowFast 8×8, R101+NL with

2.4× fewer multiply-add operations and 5.5× fewer param-

eters. When comparing X3D-L, we observe similar perfor-

mance as Channel-Separated Networks (ip-CSN-152) [63]

and SlowFast 8×8, at 4.3× fewer FLOPs and 5.4× fewer

parameters. Finally, in the lower compute regime X3D-M is

comparable to SlowFast 4×16, R50 and Oct-I3D + NL [8]

while having 4.7× fewer FLOPs and 9.1× fewer parameters.

We observe consistent results on the test set with X3D-XL

at 85.3% average top1/5, showing good generalization.
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model pre top-1 top-5 test GFLOPs×views Param

I3D [6]

Im
ag

eN
et

71.1 90.3 80.2 108 × N/A 12M

Two-Stream I3D [6] 75.7 92.0 82.8 216 × N/A 25M

Two-Stream S3D-G [76] 77.2 93.0 143 × N/A 23.1M

MF-Net [9] 72.8 90.4 11.1 × 50 8.0M

TSM R50 [41] 74.7 N/A 65 × 10 24.3M

Nonlocal R50 [68] 76.5 92.6 282 × 30 35.3M

Nonlocal R101 [68] 77.7 93.3 83.8 359 × 30 54.3M

Two-Stream I3D [6] - 71.6 90.0 216 × NA 25.0M

R(2+1)D [64] - 72.0 90.0 152 × 115 63.6M

Two-Stream R(2+1)D [64] - 73.9 90.9 304 × 115 127.2M

Oct-I3D + NL [8] - 75.7 N/A 28.9 × 30 33.6M

ip-CSN-152 [63] - 77.8 92.8 109 × 30 32.8M

SlowFast 4×16, R50 [14] - 75.6 92.1 36.1 × 30 34.4M

SlowFast 8×8, R101 [14] - 77.9 93.2 84.2 106 × 30 53.7M

SlowFast 8×8, R101+NL [14] - 78.7 93.5 84.9 116 × 30 59.9M

SlowFast 16×8, R101+NL [14] - 79.8 93.9 85.7 234 × 30 59.9M

X3D-M - 76.0 92.3 82.9 6.2 × 30 3.8M

X3D-L - 77.5 92.9 83.8 24.8 × 30 6.1M

X3D-XL - 79.1 93.9 85.3 48.4 × 30 11.0M

Table 4. Comparison to the state-of-the-art on K400-val & test.

We report the inference cost with a single “view" (temporal clip with

spatial crop) × the numbers of such views used (GFLOPs×views).

“N/A” indicates the numbers are not available for us. The “test”

column shows average of top1 and top5 on the Kinetics-400 testset.

model pretrain top-1 top-5 GFLOPs×views Param

I3D [3] - 71.9 90.1 108 × N/A 12M

Oct-I3D + NL [8] ImageNet 76.0 N/A 25.6 × 30 12M

SlowFast 4×16, R50 [14] - 78.8 94.0 36.1 × 30 34.4M

SlowFast 16×8, R101+NL [14] - 81.8 95.1 234 × 30 59.9M

X3D-M - 78.8 94.5 6.2 × 30 3.8M

X3D-XL - 81.9 95.5 48.4 × 30 11.0M

Table 5. Comparison with the state-of-the-art on Kinetics-600.

Results are consistent with K400 in Table 4 above.

Kinetics-600 is a larger version of Kinetics that shall

demonstrate further generalization of our approach. Re-

sults are shown in Table 5. Our variants demonstrate similar

performance as above, with the best model now providing

slightly better performance than the previous state-of-the-

art SlowFast 16×8, R101+NL [14], again for 4.8× fewer

FLOPs (i.e. multiply-add operations) and 5.5× fewer param-

eter. In the lower computation regime, X3D-M is compara-

ble to SlowFast 4×16, R50 but requires 5.8× fewer FLOPs

and 9.1× fewer parameters.

Charades [49] is a dataset with longer range activities. Ta-

ble 6 shows our results. X3D-XL provides higher perfor-

mance (+0.9 mAP with K400 and +1.9mAP under K600

pretraining), while requiring 4.8× fewer multiply-add op-

erations (FLOPs) and 5.5× fewer parameters than previous

highest system, SlowFast [14] with+ NL blocks [68].

4.3. Ablation Experiments

This section provides ablation studies on K400 val and

test sets, comparing accuracy and computational complexity.

Comparison with EfficientNet3D. We first aim to com-

pare X3D with a 3D extension of EfficientNet [60]. This

architecture uses exactly the same implementation extras

such as channel-wise separable convolution [25] as as X3D,

model pretrain mAP GFLOPs×views Param

Nonlocal [68] ImageNet+Kinetics400 37.5 544 × 30 54.3M

STRG, +NL [69] ImageNet+Kinetics400 39.7 630 × 30 58.3M

Timeception [28] Kinetics-400 41.1 N/A×N/A N/A

LFB, +NL [71] Kinetics-400 42.5 529 × 30 122M

SlowFast, +NL [14] Kinetics-400 42.5 234 × 30 59.9M

SlowFast, +NL [14] Kinetics-600 45.2 234 × 30 59.9M

X3D-XL Kinetics-400 43.4 48.4 × 30 11.0M

X3D-XL Kinetics-600 47.1 48.4 × 30 11.0M

Table 6. Comparison with the state-of-the-art on Charades.

SlowFast variants are based on T×τ = 16×8.

model data top-1 top-5 FLOPs (G) Params (M)

EfficientNet3D-B0

K400

66.7 86.6 0.74 3.30

X3D-XS

val

68.6 (+1.9) 87.9 (+1.3) 0.60 (−1.4) 3.76 (+0.5)

EfficientNet3D-B3 72.4 89.6 6.91 8.19

X3D-M 74.6 (+2.2) 91.7 (+2.1) 4.73 (−2.2) 3.76 (−4.4)

EfficientNet3D-B4 74.5 90.6 23.80 12.16

X3D-L 76.8 (+2.3) 92.5 (+1.9) 18.37 (−5.4) 6.08 (−6.1)

EfficientNet3D-B0

K400

64.8 85.4 0.74 3.30

X3D-XS

test

66.6 (+1.8) 86.8 (+1.4) 0.60 (−1.4) 3.76 (+0.5)

EfficientNet3D-B3 69.9 88.1 6.91 8.19

X3D-M 73.0 (+2.1) 90.8 (+2.7) 4.73 (−2.2) 3.76 (−4.4)

EfficientNet3D-B4 71.8 88.9 23.80 12.16

X3D-L 74.6 (+2.8) 91.4 (+2.5) 18.37 (−5.4) 6.08 (−6.1)

Table 7. Comparison to EfficientNet3D: We compare to a 3D

version of EfficientNet on K400-val and test. 10-Center clip testing

is used. EfficientNet3D has the same mobile components as X3D.

but was found by searching a large number of models for op-

timal trade-off on image-classification. This ablation studies

if a direct extension of EfficientNet to 3D is comparable to

X3D (which is expanded by only training few models). Effi-

cientNet models are provided for various complexity ranges.

We ablate three versions, B0, B3 and B4 that are extended

in 3D using uniform scaling coefficients [60] for the spatial

and temporal resolution.

In Table 7, we compare three X3D models of similar

complexity to EfficientNet3D on two sets, K400-val and

K400-test (from top-to-bottom). Starting with K400-val (top

rows), our model X3D-XS, corresponding to only 4 expan-

sion steps in Fig. 2. is comparable in FLOPs (slightly lower)

and parameters (slightly higher), to EfficientNet3D-B0, but

achieves 1.9% higher top-1 and 1.3% higher top-1 accuracy.

Next, comparing X3D-M to EfficientNet3D-B3 shows

a gain of 2.0% top-1 and 2.1% top-5, despite using 32%

fewer FLOPs and 54% fewer parameters. Finally, comparing

X3D-L to EfficientNet3D-B4 shows a gain of 2.3% top-1

and 1.9% top-5, while having 23% and 50% fewer FLOPs

and parameters, respectively. Seeing larger gains for larger

models underlines the benefit of progressive expansion, as

more expansion steps have been performed for these.

Since our expansion is measured by validation set perfor-

mance, it is interesting to see if this provides a benefit for

X3D. Therefore, we investigate potential differences on the

K400-test set, in the lower half of Table 7, where similar,

even slightly higher improvements in accuracy can be ob-

served when comparing the same models as above, showing

that our models generalize well to the test set.
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Inference cost per video in TFLOPs (# of multiply-adds x 1012)
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Figure 3. Accuracy/complexity trade-off on Kinetics-400 for dif-

ferent number of inference clips per video. The top-1 accuracy

(vertical axis) is obtained by K-Center clip testing where the num-

ber of temporal clips K ∈ {1, 3, 5, 7, 10} is shown in each curve.

The horizontal axis shows the full inference cost per video.

Inference cost. In many cases, like the experiments before,

the inference procedure follows a fixed number of clips for

testing. Here we aim to ablate the effect of using fewer test-

ing clips for video-level inference. In Fig. 3 we show the

trade-off for the full inference of a video, when varying the

number of temporal clips used. The vertical axis shows the

top-1 accuracy on K400-val and the horizontal axis the over-

all inference cost in FLOPs for different models. Each model

experiences a large performance increment when going from

K = 1 clip to 3-clip testing (which triples the FLOPs); this

is expected as the 1-clip only covers the temporal center

of an input video, while 3-clip covers start, center and end.

Increasing the number of clips beyond 3 only marginally in-

creases performance, signaling that efficient video inference

can be performed with sparse clip sampling if highest accu-

racy is not crucial. Lastly, when comparing different models

we observe that X3D architectures can achieve similar accu-

racy as SlowFast [14], CSN [63] or TSM [41] (for the latter

two, only 10-clip testing results are available to us), while

requiring 3-20× fewer multiply-add operations. Notably we

think of some of these ideas to be complementary to X3D

(e.g. SlowFast) which can be explored in future work. A

log-scale version of Fig. 3 and similar plots on K400-test are

in §B of the Supplementary Material.

5. Experiments: AVA Action Detection

Dataset. The AVA dataset [20] comes with bounding box

annotations for spatiotemporal localization of (possibly mul-

tiple) human actions. There are 211k training and 57k val-

idation video segments. We follow the standard protocol

reporting mean Average Precision (mAP) on 60 classes [20].

Detection architecture. We exactly follow the detection

architecture in [14] to allow direct comparison of X3D with

SlowFast networks as a backbone. The detector is based on

Faster R-CNN [47] adapted for video. Details on implemen-

tation and training are in §A.1 of the Supp. Material.

model AVA pre val mAP GFLOPs Param

LFB, R50+NL [71]

v2.1 K400

25.8 529 73.6M

LFB, R101+NL [71] 26.8 677 122M

X3D-XL 26.1 48.4 11.0M

SlowFast 4×16, R50 [14]

v2.2 K600

24.7 52.5 33.7M

SlowFast, 8×8 R101+NL [14] 27.4 146 59.2M

X3D-M 23.2 6.2 3.1M

X3D-XL 27.4 48.4 11.0M

Table 8. Comparison with the state-of-the-art on AVA. All meth-

ods use single center crop inference; full testing cost is directly

proportional to the the floating point operations (GFLOPs) by multi-

plying with the number of validation segments (57k) in the dataset.

Inference. We perform inference on a single clip with

γt frames sampled with stride γτ centered at the frame that

is to be evaluated. Spatially we use a single center crop of

128γs×128γs pixels as in [71], to have a comparable mea-

sure for overall test costs, since fully-convolutional inference

has variable cost depending on the input video size.

5.1. Main Results

We compare with state-of-the-art methods on AVA in

Table 8. To be comparable to previous work, we report

results on the older AVA version 2.1 and newer 2.2 (which

provides more consistent annotations), for our models pre-

trained on K400 or K600. We compare against long-term

feature banks (LFB) [71] and SlowFast [14] as these are state-

of-the art and use the same detection architecture as ours,

varying the backbone from LFB, SlowFast and X3D. Note

there are other recent works on AVA e.g., [19, 53, 77, 83].

In the upper part of Table 8 we compare X3D-XL with

LFB, that uses a heavy backbone architecture for short and

long-term modeling. X3D-XL provides comparable accu-

racy (+0.3 mAP vs. LFB R50 and -0.7mAP vs. LFB R101)

at greatly reduced cost by 10.9×/14× fewer multiply-adds

and 6.7×/11.1× fewer parameters than LFB R50/R101.

Comparing to SlowFast [14] in the lower portion of the

table we observe that X3D-M is lower than SlowFast 4×16,

R50 by 1.5mAP, but requiring 8.5× less multiply-adds and

10.9×less parameters for this result. Comparing the larger

X3D-XL to SlowFast 8×8 + NL we observe the same perfor-

mance at 3× and 5.4× fewer multiply-adds and parameters.

6. Conclusion

This paper presents X3D, a spatiotemporal architecture

that is progressively expanded from a tiny spatial network.

Multiple candidate axes, in space, time, width and depth are

considered for expansion under good computation/accuracy

trade-off. A surprising finding of our progressive expansion

is that networks with thin channel dimension and high spa-

tiotemporal resolution can be effective for video recognition.

X3D achieves competitive efficiency, and we hope that it can

foster future research and applications in video recognition.
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